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Searching for
a successor to
DUE Hastings
DUE search committee
is evaluating candidates

Established 1881

By Bruno B. F. Faviero
NEWS EDITOR

The search for the new Dean for Undergraduate Education, the successor to Dean Daniel E. Hastings ’78, is
“well under way,” according to search committee chair
Graham C. Walker.
The committee first met in early February after Hastings announced on Jan. 8 that he would step down effective July 1, 2013. It is currently in the process of seeking advice from over 60 “particularly knowledgeable”
MIT community members, in addition to gathering student feedback. Walker expects interviewing to be done
next week, and final recommendations to be done in a
matter of a few weeks.
“Whoever’s chosen will have their life turned upside down in a very short period of time,” said Walker.
“I want to keep our committee moving as efficiently as
possible so the next dean will have as long as possible to
get ready before they have to prepare themselves.”

Established 1881
Annie Jiao

An audience enjoys a show hosted by the MIT Stand-Up Comedy Club in the Simmons MPR last Friday evening. The
show, sponsored by the School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences’ DeFlorez Fund for Humor, was the culmination of
an IAP course in stand-up comedy taught by professional stand-up comedian Mehran Khaghani.

DUE, Page 15

DormCon budget causes grumbling
This past Thursday, MIT’s
Dormitory Council approved
a $23,000 budget that included
about $15,000 for CPW, consisting
of about $5,000 from Admissions,
$5,000 from Housing, and $5,000
of its own money. The budget
also included $4,000 for a 30-person DormCon retreat at Endicott
House — an overnight retreat
that includes chef-made meals.
The space is popular with student
groups and dorm governments
for retreats. The retreat would
be attended by the 12 executive
members, 11 dorm presidents,
and “plus ones” of any attendee,
according to DormCon president
Edward A. Mugica ’13.
This budget sparked an initial
email outcry from Tea Dorminy
’13, who emailed many dormitory mailing lists saying that the
retreat would cost 20 percent of
DormCon’s budget, that each
dorm could get $400 more for
CPW if they “didn’t go to an expensive retreat,” and urging students
to tell their presidents to “spend
money on CPW, not retreat.”
Random Hall President Jacobi
L. Vaughn ’15 also weighed in over
emails to dorms and dorm presidents with a “dissenting opinion.”

In Short

PE Registration is this Wednesday! Remember to wake up early
at 8 a.m. to register for your favorite
class when it opens. Registration will
remain open until next Wednesday
at 1 p.m.
Add Date is this Friday! Last chance
to register for any new classes.

MIT tuition
changes
Tuition and financial aid
changes announced
for next academic year.
news, p. 13

Vaughn said that what bothers
him most is that the money comes
from housing taxes “which [residents] had no choice to spend,”
and that DormCon should “exist
to serve the dorms, not to consume their resources.”
Mugica, who plans on the
retreat becoming an annual occurrence, said that the event is
essential to bringing DormCon
members together, and that a
similar retreat was done last year.
The retreat is important, said
Mugica, because dorm presidents can learn how other dorms
work, know where other people
stand on issues, and develop a
“personal rapport” with the other
presidents.
Some students have suggested
going on a less expensive retreat.
“That may be something to look to
in the future,” said Mugica, but he
emphasized that the value in this
retreat is that food is taken care
of, and “from the first time we get
there we’re doing things, … discussing important issues.”
Dorminy said that the issue
has since been resolved, and
Vaughn declined to further comment on the issue.

—Bruno B. F. Faviero

Freshman GIR pass rates remain
steady relative to yearly averages

Established 1881
8.01L had lowest rate of passing freshmen out of all GIRs

President Obama nominated MIT
professor Ernest Moniz to be energy secretary. Moniz is a professor in
the physics department and has previously led the MIT Energy Initiative.
He also served in energy roles under
Bill Clinton.
Send news information and tips
to news@tech.mit.edu.

By Kath Xu
Staff Reporter

Last semester, the freshman
class’ passing rate for the math and
science General Institute Requirements (GIRs) was 96.3 percent.
According to Julie B. Norman, the
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, this pass rate is
similar to previous years’ numbers.
Of the 203 students who received
fifth-week flags, 15 dropped the
subject they were flagged in, and 39
did not end up passing.
“Seventy-three percent of the
students who were flagged responded and turned it around, passing the
subject in which they were flagged,”
Norman stated. Although there
were also students who failed without receiving a fifth-week flag in the
subject, these statistics were not
released.
“Flags are a good predictor of
end-of-terms actions, particularly
if a student receives more than one
flag,” said Norman. “We certainly
have students that were not flagged,
who at the end of the term, for
various reasons, do not pass their
subjects.”
Students in 8.01L (Physics I:
Classical Mechanics) had the lowest pass rate of all the GIRs, with a
78.1 percent rate. The class covers
the same material as 8.01 but at a
slower pace, geared toward students with less physics experience
in high school.
“With the exception of 8.01L, the
passing rate for the math and science GIR subjects was this term,

and always is, in the mid-90s,” said
Norman.
Of all the GIRs, 7.012 (Introduction to Biology) had the highest
recovery rate. Of the 580 freshmen
enrolled, 76 were issued flags, three
dropped, and only five (or 6.6 percent) of those flagged ended up not

passing. 7.012 issued the most fifthweek flags to freshmen last semester, with a 13 percent freshman flag
rate. According to Norman, the subject with the most fifth-week flags
varies from year to year.
GIRs, Page 11
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By Shaena Berlin
STAFF METEorologist

NOAA and FEMA mark
National Severe Weather Preparedness Week from March 3
to March 9. Prepare an emergency supply kit, sign up for
severe weather alerts, and
share warnings and plans with
your peers; it could save your
life! Primary threats in Mas-

sachusetts include floods, severe thunderstorms, blizzards,
hurricanes, and tornadoes. For
more information, visit the National Weather Service website.
This week, expect scattered showers and overcast
skies, with strong winds. Temperatures will hover just above
freezing most days, and so far
models do not predict any serious snow accumulation.
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Extended Forecast
Today: Mostly cloudy. High 44°F (7°C). N winds at 10–15
mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with a chance of rain or snow. Low
near 35°F (2°C). N winds at 10–15 mph.
Tomorrow: Cloudy with a chance of rain, especially overnight. Breezy, with NE winds near 20 mph. High around
43°F (6°C). Low near 36°F (2°C).
Thursday: Rain. Very windy, with N winds at 30-35 mph.
High around 41°F (5°C). Low near 32°F (0°C).
Friday: Overcast with a chance of rain or snow. High near
42°F (6°C). Low around 32°F (0°C).
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channeling them to fighters.
The Saudi foreign minister made
it clear Monday that Saudi Arabia
had every intention of continuing
to provide support to the rebels,
though he did not discuss specifics.
“As for providing enough aid
and security for the Syrians, Saudi
Arabia will do everything within its
capabilities to help in this,” he said.
“Morally, we have a duty to protect
them.”
Saud said that Assad’s military
was purposely firing missiles at
times of day when civilians might
be gathering to receive food or
medicine.
“Nobody who has done that to
his citizens can claim a right to lead
a country,” he said. While relations
between Kerry and Saud seemed
warm, the two diplomats did not
discuss ways in which they might be
coordinating efforts to aid the Syrian opposition, nor any differences
over what to provide or to whom.
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RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — Secretary of State John Kerry said Monday that the Syrian opposition is
capable of properly handling the
military support it receives.
“There is no guarantee that
one weapon or another might not
at some point in time fall into the
wrong hands,” Kerry said in a joint
news conference in Riyadh with
the Saudi foreign minister, Prince
Saud. “But I will tell you this. There
is a very clear ability now in the Syrian opposition to make certain that
what goes to the moderate, legitimate opposition is, in fact, getting
to them, and the indication is that
they are increasing their pressure as
a result of that.”
Kerry’s comments follow a conference in Rome last week on the
issue of building support for a coalition of opponents to the Syrian gov-

Weather

National Severe Weather
Preparedness Week

ernment of President Bashar Assad,
which Kerry attended. He spoke to
concerns that aid that was meant
for the Western-backed group
might be diverted into the hands of
extremists.
While President Barack Obama
has decided that the United States
will not provide arms to the rebels,
Kerry announced last week that it
would send food and medical supplies to the armed wing of the Syrian opposition. The United States
has also been training a select cadre
of Syrian rebels in Jordan under a
covert program run by the CIA, officials have said.
Other nations are also sending aid to the rebels. Britain is expected soon to announce a package
of nonlethal military assistance,
which could include items like bulletproof vests, vehicles and nightvision equipment. Saudi Arabia has
been financing a large purchase of
infantry weapons from Croatia and

The New York Times
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By Michael R. Gordon
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BERLIN — In November 1989, the Berlin Wall opened, and
soon after was being torn to pieces by jubilant crowds from
both sides. Almost a quarter of a century later Berliners again
took to the streets over the wall — only this time to protect what
is left of it.
Late last week, when construction workers began dismantling a roughly 70-foot section of the wall’s longest remaining expanse — a nearly mile-long monument to peace that
is covered in paintings and known as the East Side Gallery
— protesters turned up in droves. The first hastily organized
demonstration on Friday drew several hundred, but over the
weekend thousands of people massed to protect the massive
concrete slabs from being removed and relocated in an adjacent park.
They were particularly incensed that the project was to
make way for an access road for new luxury apartments —
helpful for a city whose budget could use bolstering from development, not so helpful for ordinary Germans.
“History should never be a luxury,” read one placard, capturing the protesters’ dismay over gentrification.
—Chris Cottrell, The New York Times

a hot issue,” said Sandra McNally,
professor of economics at the University of Surrey. “But it has become
a lot hotter.” The discourse is particularly febrile because, before 2004,
a study commissioned by the government hugely underestimated
net immigration from Eastern Europe, suggesting 5,000-13,000 arrivals a year up to 2010. In fact, the 2011
census showed 521,000 Polish-born
people listed as residents in Britain,
with the vast majority having arrived after 2004. The case for Romania and Bulgaria is hardly helped
by their ranking among Europe’s
poorest nations, both struggling
to combat corruption and organized crime, and to integrate Roma
populations.
Nevertheless, because of EU law,
the government’s options to act
now are limited. Figures from the
European Commission also suggest
much of the migration has already
taken place. By the end of 2010,
around 2.9 million Bulgarian and
Romanian citizens lived in other EU
nations, more than twice as many
as shortly before those countries
joined the EU.

Kerry criticizes Iran, Russia for
shipping arms to Syria

11
5

Protesters want last of
Berlin Wall to stand

LONDON — When Poland and
seven other formerly Communist
nations joined the European Union
in 2004, Britain threw open its jobs
market earlier than required to welcome tens, even hundreds, of thousands of new workers born behind
the Iron Curtain.
A decade later, the prospect of
Romanians and Bulgarians’ being
able to work freely here beginning
next year has provoked protests in
Parliament and the press. In a sharp
illustration of how the immigration
debate and Britain’s economic fortunes have shifted, the government
was forced to deny that it planned
a negative advertising campaign in
Romania and Bulgaria to discourage people from coming to Britain.
Prime Minister David Cameron
says Britain should not be a “soft
touch” for migrants and his ministers are discussing ways to limit access to benefits or public services
for those arriving from abroad.
In order not to break EU rules
against discrimination, there are

W

A Virginia pastor who said that his actions “flow out of my
faith in Jesus” was sentenced Monday to 27 months in prison
for abetting the international parental kidnapping of a girl in a
high-profile case involving a same-sex union and the condemnation of homosexuality by conservative Christians.
But in a victory for the pastor, Kenneth L. Miller, Judge
William K. Sessions III of U.S. District Court in Vermont said
he did not have to start serving his sentence until higher
courts decided on a planned appeal, which could take at
least two years, according to Brooks G. McArthur, one of
Miller’s lawyers.
While Sessions had previously ruled that the case could
be tried in Vermont, his ruling Monday appeared to acknowledge that federal court rulings had been contradictory and that
Miller’s appeal had a chance of success.
As a result, despite his conviction, Miller, head of a Beachy
Amish-Mennonite church in Stuart’s Draft, Va., is free to return
home with minimal supervision until the appeal is resolved.
Miller was convicted last fall for helping to arrange the covert flight to Nicaragua of Lisa A. Miller with her daughter, Isabella Miller-Jenkins, in 2009.
—Erik Eckholm, The New York Times

likely to be changes for Britons too,
and one newspaper reported Monday that plans were being drawn up
to introduce an “entitlement card”
that anyone wanting access to services would need to produce.
Among Cameron’s Conservatives, pressure for action is growing
and is only likely to increase after a
by-election last week in which the
party was pushed into third place
by the U.K. Independence Party,
which opposes mass immigration.
“My constituents,” added Philip
Hollobone, a Conservative lawmaker, “think it is madness to open
our borders to 29 million people
when we have absolutely no idea
how many are going to come to this
country.”
In 2004, a healthy British economy seemed to benefit from globalization, booming financial services
and open markets. Politicians saw
immigrants giving a jolt to growth.
Now a stagnant economy may slip
into a triple-dip recession and
Britain is experiencing another of
its regular bouts of anxiety about
immigrants.
“Immigration has always been

The New York Times
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Virginia pastor convicted of
aiding in parental kidnapping

By Stephen Castle
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Doctors announced Sunday that a baby had been cured of
an HIV infection for the first time, a startling development that
could change how infected newborns are treated and sharply
reduce the number of children living with the virus that causes
AIDS.
The baby, born in rural Mississippi, was treated aggressively
with antiretroviral drugs starting around 30 hours after birth,
something that is not usually done. The United Nations estimates that 330,000 babies were newly infected in 2011, the most
recent year for which there is data, and that more than three
million children globally are living with HIV.
Studies are being planned to see if early testing and aggressive treatment can work for other babies. While the bone marrow transplant that cured Timothy Brown is an arduous and
life-threatening procedure, the Mississippi treatment is not
and could become a new standard of care.
—Andrew Pollack and Donald G. Mcneil Jr.,
The New York Times

Britain braces for more Romanian
and Bulgarian immigrants

12

For first time, baby is cured of
HIV, doctors say
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By Julia Werdigier
The New York Times

LONDON — HSBC, Britain’s
biggest bank, said Monday that its
net profit fell 17 percent last year because of a record fine to settle money laundering charges and changes
related to the value of its debt.
Profit fell in 2012 to $13.5 billion
from $16.2 billion a year earlier, failing to meet analysts’ expectations.
The bank also missed its own target
of return on equity of 12 to 15 percent, recording only 8.4 percent on
the measure last year. Its shares fell
2.5 percent in London on Monday.
Despite the drop in earnings,
HSBC disclosed Monday that 204
employees were each paid more
than 1 million pounds, or about $1.5
million, last year, compared with
192 who received more than 1 million pounds a year earlier. The bank
cut its bonus pool to $3.7 billion in
2012 from $4.2 billion across the entire company but slightly increased
the amount it set aside to pay its investment banking staff.
The bank’s chief executive, Stuart T. Gulliver, earned a total of $7.4

million last year, including benefits,
pension and an annual bonus of
$1.95 million, compared with $8
million a year earlier.
Douglas J. Flint, HSBC’s chairman, said in a statement that last
year was “a difficult one for all at
HSBC as we addressed the restructuring of the firm against a lowergrowth economic backdrop and
with legacy issues and regulatory
challenges imposing a further set of
imperatives.”
Gulliver added that he expected
the market environment to remain
“difficult,” but that HSBC would
benefit from growth of the economies in China and the United States
even if European markets continued to struggle. To fulfill his pledge
to increase profitability, Gulliver
took the bank out of some markets,
sold business divisions and eliminated jobs. HSBC has closed or
sold 46 businesses and investments
since 2011, including four this year.
The bank sold its stake in Ping An
Insurance of China for $9.4 billion
and sold its credit card unit in the
United States to Capital One Financial for $2.6 billion. HSBC also sold

its unit in Panama to Bancolombia
for $2.1 billion last month.
In December, HSBC agreed to
a record $1.92 billion fine to settle
charges with U.S. authorities that
the bank breached rules against
money laundering, including that it
handled money transfers worth billions of dollars for countries under
U.S. sanctions.
The bank has also had to set
aside money to pay clients who
were improperly sold some financial products. “The level of complaints received was higher in volume and over a more sustained
period than previously assumed,”
the bank said in its earnings report.
HSBC had to set aside more than $2
billion to compensate customers,
which prompted its British operations to report a loss for last year.
HSBC, based in London, generates more than half of its profit in
Asia. Growth in China has helped
the bank compensate for shrinking or slower-growing income in
Europe since the beginning of the
financial crisis. Europe was the only
region where HSBC’s earnings declined last year.

Supreme Court justices worry
about a flood of cases
By Adam Liptak
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — February was
flood season at the Supreme Court.
On Feb. 20 alone, three justices
used flooding as a metaphor in talking about the consequences of the
court’s rulings. Justice Samuel A.
Alito Jr. wrote that allowing some
lawsuits from prisoners would not
“prompt an unmanageable flood
of litigation.” Justice Antonin Scalia countered that there was indeed
a good reason to worry about “a
flood of litigation.” Justice Stephen
G. Breyer, in a second decision that
day, said allowing the correction of
plainly erroneous rulings late in the
game “will not open any ‚Äòplain
error’ floodgates.”
Lawyers who argued before the
court were using the same terms.
On Feb. 27, one assured the justices
that “we haven’t seen the floodgates
opened” after a lower court allowed
some kinds of class actions.
In real life, floods are bad. But

the metaphor of a flood in the context of litigation obscures more than
it illuminates. If a legal theory is
sound, is it a problem if it produces
too much justice?
Marin K. Levy, a law professor at
Duke University, has been tracking
the rise of all of this talk of floods.
“It’s a huge uptick,” she said.
“This is clearly on their minds,”
she said of the justices, “and it’s
something that should give us
pause.”
She found about 60 “explicit
floodgates cases,” meaning cases
using that term and its cousins. The
first was in 1908. They reappeared
in the 1940s and picked up in the
1970s. Nearly half are from 2000 or
later, and 14 are from the last four
terms.
The cases vary in significance,
of course, but some are major. The
Supreme Court’s reluctance to
consider whether voting districts
gerrymandered for partisan ends
may ever violate the Constitution,
Justice John Paul Stevens wrote in

a 2004 dissent, “seems driven in
part by a fear that recognizing such
claims will give rise to a flood of
litigation.”
Congress can certainly erect
barriers against such problems, and
it has. The Prison Litigation Reform
Act of 1995, for instance, cut back
on, in Alito’s words in a 2006 opinion, “a flood of prisoner litigation
in the federal courts.” But allowing
judges to close the courthouse door
to a class of cases on the ground
that they create too much work is,
Levy writes, “deeply troubling,” for
two reasons.
One is that judges are not particularly good at predicting the consequences of their decisions. The
other is that this sort of thinking is
not grounded in the law.
“Barring a true flood of tens or
hundreds of thousands of cases,”
she wrote, “no evident principle
exists to support the court taking
workload concerns into account
when engaging in interpretation of
the law.”

Massacre of Syrian soldiers raises risk
of widening conflict
By Duraid Adnan
and Rick Gladstone
The New York Times

BAGHDAD, Iraq — More than
40 Syrian soldiers who had sought
temporary safety in Iraq from rebel
fighters along the border were killed
Monday in an attack by unidentified gunmen as the Iraqi military
was transporting the soldiers back
to Syria in a bus convoy, the government said. At least seven Iraqis were
also reported killed in the attack,
which appeared to be the most serious spillover of violence into Iraq
since the Syrian conflict began two
years ago.
Ali al-Musawi, a spokesman for
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki,
accused “armed groups from the
Iraqi and Syrian side” of coordinating the attack, which he described
as an ambush. He said Iraq would
deploy more security forces on the
border. Middle East experts said
such a move raised the risk that the

Iraqis could become more directly
enmeshed in the Syrian conflict,
underscoring how it threatens to
destabilize a wider swath of the
region.
“We will not allow any terrorist
to enter the Iraqi lands,” al-Musawi
said in a telephone interview. He
said the ambush was partly the consequence of “sectarian speeches
that encourage people to hate each
other.”
Al-Musawi did not specify
which armed groups he was alluding to, but it was clear that he meant
Sunni militant extremists affiliated
with al-Qaida in Iraq. These groups
have become increasingly emboldened by popular Sunni resentment
against al-Maliki, a Shiite who is accused by critics of trying to marginalize Iraq’s Sunni population since
the U.S. occupation of Iraq ended
in 2011.
The Al Nusra Front, a Sunni insurgent force in Syria that has become known for its audacious at-

tacks on government targets, has
links with al-Qaida in Iraq, and U.S.
officials have blacklisted it as a terrorist organization. But many Iraqi
Sunnis sympathize with the Syrian
insurgents, who are overwhelmingly Sunni and whose clan relations
span national boundaries.
“A number of us have been saying that Iraq is the one most affected by the meltdown in Syria,”
said Joshua M. Landis, director of
the Center for Middle East Studies
at the University of Oklahoma and
curator of the Syria Comment blog,
which has chronicled the Syrian
conflict.
“In that region, the tribes go
right across the Syrian border, and
most of the people are related by
blood,” he said. “They’re in one
common struggle.”
Al-Maliki has not expressed outright support for President Bashar
Assad of Syria, whose minority
Alawite sect is an offshoot of Shiite
Islam.

Rate of caesarean deliveries
varies widely across US
The rate of Caesarean deliveries, the most common operating-room procedure performed in the United States, varies dramatically among hospitals across the country, a new study has
found, ranging from seven percent of all births at the hospital
with the lowest share of Caesarean deliveries to 70 percent at the
hospital with the highest rate.
The study, published in the journal Health Affairs on Monday,
was based on federal data of more than 800,000 deliveries at 593
hospitals in 2009. Conducted by researchers at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis and the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, the study did not identify the hospitals because
their names were not included in the data.
Caesarean deliveries are often performed to improve birth
outcomes in high-risk pregnancies, but they can also be performed for the convenience of the mother or doctor. The rate has
increased significantly in recent years, to 33 percent of all births
in 2011, up from 21 percent in 1996, the study said, citing numbers from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Katy B. Kozhimannil, an assistant professor of health policy
and management at the University of Minnesota School of Public Health, said she suspected that the vast patchwork of health
management techniques was driving the variation, including
how patients are admitted, how their labor is managed and how
hospitals and clinicians are paid for the work.
—Sabrina Tavernise, The New York Times

Queen Elizabeth II hospitalized
LONDON — Queen Elizabeth II, who is 86, was admitted to a
London hospital Sunday after experiencing symptoms of gastroenteritis, according to a statement issued by Buckingham Palace.
The statement said that all the queen’s engagements for the
next week would be postponed or canceled, including a two-day
visit to Italy that was scheduled to begin Wednesday. She had
already skipped one event, a military parade in the Welsh city of
Swansea on Friday, because of the illness.
A palace spokesman described the queen’s hospitalization
on Sunday as “a precautionary measure.” The BBC’s royal correspondent, citing palace officials, said the queen was expected
to remain in the hospital for about two days.
Emphasizing that there had been no emergency, the palace
said that the queen was taken to the King Edward VII Hospital in
central London from Windsor Castle, a distance of 20 miles, by
private car. Other than the gastroenteritis symptoms, the spokesman said, the queen was in good health and “in good spirits,”
and she was moved to the hospital “simply to enable doctors to
better assess her.”
In 61 years on the throne, the queen has generally enjoyed
sturdy health. She was last hospitalized in 2003 for an operation
to repair damaged cartilage in her knee, which she twisted when
visiting the Newmarket racecourse 75 miles north of London.
—John F. Burns, The New York Times

US weighs risks and motives of
hacking by China or Iran
SAN FRANCISCO — When Telvent, a company that monitors
utilities, water treatment plants, and more than half the oil and
gas pipelines in North America, discovered last September that
the Chinese had hacked into its computer systems, it immediately shut down remote access to its clients’ systems to assure
that no outsider could seize control of them.
Company officials and American intelligence agencies then
grappled with a fundamental question: Why had the Chinese
done it?
Was the People’s Liberation Army, which is suspected of being behind the hacking group, trying to plant bugs into the system so they could cut off energy supplies and shut down the
power grid if the United States and China ever confronted each
other in the Pacific? Or were the Chinese hackers just trolling for
industrial secrets?
“We are still trying to figure it out,” a senior U.S. intelligence
official said last week. “They could have been doing both.”
U.S. intelligence officials believe that the greater danger to
the nation’s infrastructure may not even be China, but Iran, because of its avowal to retaliate for the Stuxnet virus created by
the United States and Israel and unleashed on one of its nuclear
sites. But for now, these officials say, that threat is limited by gaps
in Iranian technical skills.
—Nicole Perlroth, David E. Sanger and Michael S. Schmidt,
The New York Times

New Chinese leader burnishing
his military support
HONG KONG — On the eve of the National People’s Congress,
the chief of China’s Communist Party, Xi Jinping, is emphasizing
his role as a champion of the military, using the armed forces
to cement his political authority and present a tough stance in
growing territorial disputes with American allies in the Pacific
region.
Xi will be appointed president at the end of the Congress, the
party-run parliament that opens Tuesday for an annual session
of about 10 days.
On Monday, a spokeswoman for the parliament, Vice Foreign
Minister Fu Ying, broke with recent precedent and declined to
announce Chinese military outlays for the year at a news conference about the Congress session. The number will be disclosed
in a budget released when the session opens, she said.
“We in China have endured the grievous lessons of having a
weak national defense and suffering bullying by others,” Fu told
reporters. The Chinese military owes its paramount loyalty to the
party and its leader, not the civilian government. In private, Xi
has said absolute military obedience to the party is essential to
ensuring the Chinese Communist Party is not wiped out like its
Soviet counterpart.
—Chris Buckley, The New York Times
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HSBC net profit fell due to record
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The Corporation’s
plans for Kendall
would harm the
undergraduate
experience
We appreciated The Tech’s recent
coverage of the presentation of MITIMCo’s
upzoning petition for MIT’s East Campus at
the Cambridge Planning Board (http://tech.
mit.edu/V133/N6/kendall.html). Unfortunately, the aspect of this large project with
the most impact on undergraduates has not
been addressed. The construction of two
large commercial office towers in the heart
of the East campus will bring thousands of
new employees to the campus everyday.
These employees will not be MIT students,
staff, or faculty, and will have little or no
connection to the educational and research
missions of MIT. Their commitments to
their own career goals, and to the business

plans of their employers, are more likely
to clog our streets, crowd our campus, and
lengthen our lunch lines rather than enrich
the students’ college experience.
Intellectual productivity of MIT and all
research universities depends on the free
exchange of information within densely
populated university communities. That is
why almost all major research universities
are residential campuses. The high tech
industry with its emphasis on intellectual
property and proprietary information, on
the other hand, generally restricts its employees from speaking openly about their
work. Bringing this slice of the commercial
sector into the heart of the campus will
dampen the intellectual ferment at MIT,
not increase it. There are no shortage of
commercial firms just across the street in
Kendall Square for students eager to benefit
from such contacts.
The pressing need at MIT is for additional on campus housing to provide for
some of the 4,000 graduate students who
have to secure increasingly expensive housing off campus. Building graduate student

housing in East campus would alleviate this
problem and enrich the educational and
research environment at MIT.
This MITIMCo project is the unfortunate
outcome of allowing real estate developers
to manage our campus planning. MIT has
no campus planning committee representing the interests of students, staff and
faculty. Delegating campus planning to
real estate executives who lack experience
with, knowledge of, or commitment to
MIT’s educational, scientific and technological missions has resulted in the current
proposal. Although a faculty forum on this
issue has just been announced for March
18, for one hour from 5 to 6 p.m., as of the
writing of this letter the MITIMCo proposal
has never been presented at a regular faculty meeting, and opportunities for faculty
discussion, debate, or alternative formulations have been very limited.
Jonathan A. King is a professor in the
biology department and chair of the Faculty
Newsletter editorial board.
Ruth Perry is a professor in the department of literature.
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We could be so much more

Political dialogue needs to involve listening and understanding
By Ryan Normandin
Staff columnist

On Saturday, the government enacted
a set of across-the-board spending cuts
known as “the sequester.” These cuts, painful for both parties, were created by Congress last year to motivate a compromise
on deficit reduction.
Think about this for a moment: Congress has become so paralyzed that it had
to build a grenade and pull the pin in an attempt to get itself to act — and it still didn’t
work.
Since then, we’ve had the pleasure of
listening to the two parties blame each
other. Democrats are irresponsible, reckless spenders, and Republicans don’t care
about the middle class and just want to protect the wealthy. Neither accusation is new
— we’ve heard them for decades. These
caricatures don’t just relate to economics.
You’re a tree-hugger or in the pocket of Big
Oil. You’re an ignorant redneck or an arrogant elitist. You’re weak on defense or a
warmonger. If you’re pro-choice, you hate
babies; if you’re pro-life, you hate women.
(This is particularly odd. Do pro-choice
mothers hate their babies and pro-life
women hate themselves?) It seems like
whatever you do, half the country will hate
you. But don’t worry — that half is the evil
one trying to destroy America.
From a very young age, our parents tell
us to listen to each other, to wait until the
other person is finished talking before we
begin. This is not just for the sake of politeness; when we truly listen to each other,
when we ask questions probing at why
somebody holds a different view than us
and allow them to do the same, we discover
something remarkable; those who disagree
with us are not monsters. Indeed, they are
human, and they share the same worries
about the same problems as we do, but

Corrections

tackle those issues in a different way. More
than that, we often learn something about
our own views when engaging in such debate. In being forced to defend what we
believe, we are able to refine our convictions and become enriched by those of the
“other side.” Understanding these differences is the first step in moving towards
compromise.

We all need to make
a better effort to
understand different
view points.
But it is not just the politicians who
need to be reminded how imperative it is
to listen; it is many of us. This article was
inspired by a story told to me by a friend.
This individual went home and visited
with two friends, both staunch Democrats, from high school. Over lunch, they
started discussing political issues, and
my friend mentioned that her boyfriend,
who is also a Democrat, was pro-life. One
of her friends immediately responded,
“Oh, so he hates women? Sounds like a
jerk.” The two friends then proceeded to
tear down an individual who wasn’t even
there, whose reasoning behind his beliefs
they didn’t even know, and, by extension, ridiculed the half of the country who
shared this view.
Not only was this rude and arrogant,
but these individuals displayed an absolute certainty that they were right. They
were so convinced of their correctness
that they were unable to consider any
contrary argument. They did the easy
thing; they assumed the worst, remained
blissfully ignorant of anything that they
disagreed with, and carried on. It doesn’t
matter where you lie on the ideological

spectrum; whether they tore down someone who was pro-life or pro-choice, proguns or anti-guns, Republican or Democrat, this should be unacceptable. Yet in
our society, it’s not only acceptable, it’s
expected.
At this point, many might be thinking
that this doesn’t apply to them or that
there is nothing they could do to change
the culture in this country. But even here
at MIT, I’ve met individuals who are not
interested in debate, who are arrogant to
the point that, when you ask them why
they disagree with you, they sigh, roll their
eyes, look at you like you’re an idiot, and
walk away. One would think MIT students
would be above name-calling. But many
are not.
We should all make a better effort not
only to listen to what “the other side” is
saying, but to understand why they are
saying it. Sure, sometimes one side really
is right. Sure, sometimes arguments boil
down to which fundamental moral axioms each side prioritizes. But more often
than not, we can find common ground.
We can vote for individuals who have
integrity and are sincerely interested in
engaging the other party. If those people
don’t exist, then we can run. We can encourage someone we know to run.
John F. Kennedy said that what unites
us is far greater than what divides us.
While he wasn’t speaking with respect to
the polarization of America, it certainly
applies. We all want to make this nation a
better place for everyone, even if we have
different ideas as to how to get there. Before we are Democrats or Republicans, we
are Americans; let’s remember that in our
everyday lives and make an honest effort
to listen, understand, and respect those
views that do not align with our own. You
might just find out that half the country is,
in fact, not evil.

A restaurant review in last Friday’s issue on Atomic Bean Café neglected to list the
café’s weekend hours. In addition to weekdays 7 a.m. – 7 p.m., it is also open on weekends 8 a.m. – 6 p.m.
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The current model must do more to account for different learning styles
By Sam Shames
Staff Columnist

Online education is growing rapidly. Recently, six new universities have been added to the edX platform. Each new university plans to develop its own set of MOOCs
(Massive Open Online Courses). Between
the big three — edX, Coursera, and Udacity
— there are now hundreds of MOOCs from
universities all over the world. Advocates
are quick to highlight that these MOOCs
have already served millions of students,
enabling anyone with an Internet connection to receive a world-class education.
Online education advocates assume
that MOOCs are the best way to teach students. On the surface, the MOOC appears
to be very different from its classroom
counterpart. Short videos replace a traditional lecture, sprinkled with interactive
demos and instant feedback. MOOCs are
supposed to reflect the ability of technology
to make the learning process more interactive and effective. But underlying a technological interface is the very same teaching
structure as a traditional classroom, where
the instructor decides the order of the material and presents it in a linear sequence.
Part of the promise of online education is the ability to accommodate different
learning styles. The best way to accommodate as many learning styles as possible is
to structure the course material such that
students and teachers can adapt to the
content for their own specific use. Today’s
MOOC’s make this specificity impossible.
A new, non-linear structure would al-

low students to develop their own learning
pathways, and to learn material in the order that feels most natural to them. A new
structure would also allow students to get
a better sense of all the concepts and topics
within a subject along with the connections
between them. The third important benefit
is that by giving the student access to all the
material, it allows the independent learners to identify which parts of the material
they find most interesting — the essential
concept, equation, or code that is relevant
to their own particular interests.

ics like mechanical engineering and economics, there will also be similar modules
for topics like robotics and green energy,
which will contain concepts and ideas from
many different subjects, from materials science to electrical engineering to cognitive
science. In a sense, this represents a new
paradigm for organizing content.
While concept and learning webs offer
a new structure for online education, I do
not believe they should replace MOOCs.
Instead, concept and learning webs should
be created in parallel and offered both as

With a learning web, students may choose to work on
different steps of a project and will therefore learn
the material in a different order.
One model for this new non-linear
structure is concept and learning webs.
There are two levels of learning webs: a
subject level and a topic level. The subject level contains modular lessons about
all the different topics within that subject.
Within each topic are short videos, practice
problems, online labs, case studies, and
interactive demos — all the material normally presented in a MOOC — available at
any time for students to use. Because each
topic is modular, students are free to either
focus only on one topic, or define their own
learning pathway.
Perhaps the most exciting thing about
this structure on the concept level is that it
breaks down the barriers between majors.
In addition to covering traditional top-

an additional tool for students enrolled in
MOOCs and as independent way to learn
without having to enroll in a MOOC. Much
of the same material already developed for a
linear MOOC can be recycled into the concept web model.
The real benefit of concept and learning
webs is that they will catalyze the residential
revolution promised by advocates of online
education. MOOCs alone will not change
the residential experience; they are just an
online version of the linear lecture style students have today. On the other hand, the
concept and learning web creates a new
structure where all the material in a course
is available from day one, where students
are encouraged to learn the material in the
order that seems most relevant to them, in-

stead of in the order the teacher decides is
most appropriate.
The concept and learning web makes
the problem-based classroom possible, because instead of having to provide the concepts and answers, the teacher is now free
to create an interesting project or problem
and let the students solve it. This is what the
multiple learning pathways that the concept
and learning webs offer; the most effective
order for teaching the concepts depends
on the nature of the project or problem.
Students may choose to work on different
steps of the project and will therefore learn
the material in a different order. This would
never be possible in a MOOC or a traditional classroom where the teacher sets the
learning pathway for the entire class.
MOOCs have already begun to disrupt the education system. Education will
change more in the next five years than it
has in the last fifty. The promise of online
learning is that new technology can be
used to teach more effectively — part of this
promise means reexamining our deepest
assumptions. Technology enables fundamental new structures and models for education, of which the concept and learning
web is only one. One goal for online education should be to create a platform that
accommodates as many learning styles as
possible. That platform opens online education to the world, allowing each user to find
the content that is most important to them
and to create their own learning pathway.
When this platform exists, online education
will have arrived and the residential revolution will follow.

Fill in the blank:
Dining at MIT is _______.
The Tech is running a feature
on dining at MIT. Send
dining@tt.mit.edu an email if
you have any suggestions or
topics you want covered.
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Solution, page 13

42 TR trademark
45 Opposite of “adorn”
46 Guerrilla Prince subject
49 “I would give all my fame
for a pot of __”: Shak.
50 Something held in a
bracket
51 Commanded
52 Fantasy gaming army
54 Prepare to partake from,
perhaps
56 A student’s place
60 Poet once banned by
Franco
61 Reference material
62 Billy, in Bologna
63 “A nest of robins in her
hair” source
64 Caught
65 “After __” (2005 Economist
article on the Fed)
66 Progenitors
67 They may be coping
68 Zip
DOWN
1 Mass movement

2 Largest Southern
Hemisphere city
3 Dreaded examination
4 All in
5 “On the Balcony of the __
Rosada” (Evita tune)
6 Certain tadpole
7 Île-de-France region
8 Perpetration
9 The Louvre, originally
10 Back
11 Lard
12 Rookie firefighter
13 Verbal insensitivity
21 Party, for short
25 Minor
29 Straight off
30 Bag holders
31 Can’t take
32 Class covering airways
36 Goes __
39 Stop on Route 66
40 Drummer or pitcher
41 Sister brand of FRAM
43 “No thanks”
44 Where many vets work
46 Weaknesses

F

ACROSS
1 Disclaimer of a sort
5 “News” Store at many
airports
9 Betrayed timidity
14 1980 National Book Award
winner, familiarly
15 For flight
16 __ de Toulouse-Lautrec
17 Pliers part
18 Seem to whirl
19 Islamic patriarch
20 Words spoken while
shaking
22 Category between
subfamily and genus
23 Literally, “bounced”
24 Project extension
26 American Dad! employer
27 Bust
28 Olmos role of ‘88
33 “The Ugly” to Clint’s “The
Good”
34 Fogs
35 Entry on J’s family tree
37 Blonde novelist
38 Alabaster shaper

47 Brush off
48 Ordain
53 Learn slowly
55 Easily knocked off

57 2002 Best Song Oscar
nominee
58 Much less than 20
59 Auction action

by Jorge Cham

Sudoku
Solution, page 13

6 2
4 7
1
5 2
4 5 9 7
9 3
6
3
2
2
1 3
1 8 6 5
4 5
7
7 8
3 5
Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Techdoku
Solution, page 13

8×

9+

10×

144×

3×

30×

15×

24×

10×

24×

20×

1−

Fun fun fun fun fun un fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun FUN FUN FUN FUN fun

Saturday Stumper by S.N.

3

8×

2

3

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun
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Religion and secularism unite!
MIT’s acceptance of diversity lets many worldviews flourish
Ask A-thiest is a new column by Aaron Scheinberg, an atheist, and Stephanie Lam, a Christian, which
uses contrasting worldviews to explore questions and misconceptions about philosophy and religion. Send
us the burning questions you have always wanted answered by an atheist or Christian (or both), and Aaron
or Stephanie will tackle them!

Stephanie Lam

Aaron Scheinberg

For me, “religious beliefs” encompass two arenas — the intellectual beliefs, and the practical living out of them.
Intellectually, I think the greatest opposition
to faith is not disagreement, but the insistence
that religion has no place in the public arena. This
leads to an abrupt end of all inquiry and discussion. As GK Chesterton said, “There is a thought
that stops thought. That is the only thought that
ought to be stopped.” I have not found that here.
MIT places a high value on asking questions
and seeking truth. Faith, too, is a quest after truth
and for me, that truth is embodied in Jesus Christ.
Science and faith just happen to be two avenues of
inquiry with different but complementary methods. What I have found, during my time here, is
an extremely open and safe environment where
the religious and non-religious alike are free to
explore, discuss, and think. Everyone, religious or
not, has questions. Tackling them head-on rather
than hiding in a cave of dogmatism yields a robust,
reasoning faith that is all the stronger for having
been subjected to fire.
Practically, however, living out my Christian
beliefs within the MIT culture can be challenging,
especially when values clash. MIT is a world-class
elite research institute. Intelligence, creativity,
and performance make up the currency of the day
and the means by which we evaluate others’ competence. Of course this is right and appropriate.
The problem arises when we judge someone’s
intrinsic value by their academic competence.
I think this temptation, particularly within the
achievement-oriented culture of MIT, is strong
in our views of others and of ourselves. Our own
worth is reduced to our number of publications,
our achievements and awards, our GPA.
It’s not a big leap to go from admiration of
someone’s accomplishments to worship. Or to
look down on people as worthless — ourselves included — when they are struggling and need help.
In contrast, the Christian view strongly stresses
that all people are of inestimable worth in the eyes
of God, and we should live out that truth in our actions by truly loving and valuing all persons, ourselves included. It can just be hard to remember
that sometimes.

MIT provides an excellent atmosphere for critical thinking and skepticism. I wouldn’t call those
my religious beliefs, but rather perhaps “philosophical values.”
First and foremost, I love how MIT celebrates
meritocracy. You aren’t here if you didn’t earn it
on your own. Your elegant theory is worthless if its
predictions are false. If your methods don’t work,
they aren’t methods. If your beautiful bridge can’t
support its own weight, it’s rubble.
Skepticism (and one of its common conclusions, the rejection of organized religion) is about
meritocracy of ideas. It doesn’t matter who proposed it, whether one’s parents believe it, how popular it is, or what the consequences are; the truth of
an idea should be evaluated on its own merit.
For those who take that for granted: such a culture was not dominant in my undergraduate experience. There’s a whole world out there that is not
particularly interested in facts, evidence or reason.
I encourage you all to take advantage of a place
where those are valued so highly and are so readily
available.
I also know many an acquaintance from high
school and college who worried about being ostracized (or simply distanced) from their friends
and family should they openly renounce religion.
When fundamentalism is the supermajority, there
is a tremendous social force keeping us from deviating or questioning publicly. In contrast, at MIT
your ability to find friends doesn’t hinge on your
religious beliefs. I suspect that helps encourage exploration and free exchange of ideas.
Finally, I think MIT excels in part because of
its diversity of cultural practices from both our
backgrounds and our dorms. The ability to be accepting and non-judgmental of all these cultures,
provided they play nice with each other and don’t
abuse their own members, is an exercise in secularism at its best. MIT’s famed innovation comes
from that mosaic of ideas; its success hints at how a
peaceful, pluralistic, and prosperous global society
might function for those of us hoping to change the
world.
Have a question? Submit it to worldview@thetech.mit.edu or anonymously at http://worldview.
mit.edu.
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Linux
Apache
PHP
Python
Perl
OSX
MySQL
and more!

E-mail
join@tech.mit.edu

Tuesday

(4:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.) Syria, Two Years into the Revolution —
E51-395

Wednesday
(12:00 p.m.) CAST Music and Technology: Victor Gama — 14w111
(4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.) Fitness during feast and famine: How
error-prone DNA polymerases influence physiology and evolution in E. coli — 48-316

Thursday
(5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.) Angels of Death: David Foster Wallace
and the Battle against Irony, Letterman and Leyner? — E14633
(7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.) Urban Films: The World of Buckminster
Fuller (1974) — 66-110

Friday
(12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.) 100 Years of Service: Snapshots of the
MIT Women’s League — 10-340
(6:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.) Emerson Scholar Student Recital: Carl
Lian ‘15, piano — 14w-111

Saturday
(7:30 p.m. – 11:55 p.m.) MIT Ballroom Dance Team March
Social — W20, La Sala
(9:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.) Jews on Ice — Johnson Ice Rink

Sunday
(2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.) Figure Skating Club Exhibition — W34
(7:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.) Egyptian Culture Night — SidneyPacific MP room

Monday
(7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.) ACT Lecture: Karim Ainouz: I Travel Because I Have To, I Come Back Because I Love You — E15-001

Send your campus events to events@tech.mit.edu.

The Tech is looking for
interactive graphic designers
to join its online media team.

No experience necessary. We’ll give you the tools to get you started.

This is a great way to gain valuable job experience, build a strong web
portfolio, and create designs that will be submitted for national awards.

for more information, email join@tech.mit.edu

The winner of the $30,000
Lemelson-MIT Student Prize is...
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Join
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(5:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.) Literature in the Digital Age, author Bessora presents novel Cyr@no — E51-057

By Aaron Scheinberg and Stephanie Lam

Want to gain
marketable
job skills?

Events 

campus Life

Ask a-theist

Find out on March 5th
4:00 PM – 5:30 PM
Lobby 13

Announcement and Invention Showcase
featuring all of the 2013 Lemelson-MIT
Student Prize Applicants
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Most freshmen pass GIRs; lowest rate from 8.01L
Subject with most fifth-week flags varies by year; Fall 2012’s subject was 7.012 Biology
GIRs, from Page 1
“This year, it was biology. We had a lot of
students who chose to take biology because
of the faculty member who was teaching it,”
said Norman. “They possibly didn’t have the
chemistry background that they needed.
There is never one subject that is always the
subject with the most flags.”

Students who fail a GIR
in the fall usually have
several options in the
spring to fulfill that GIR
requirement, such as
5.111.
Students who fail a GIR in the fall usually
have several options in the spring to fulfill
that GIR. People who fail a chemistry GIR in
the fall can take 5.111 (Principles of Chemical Science), 5.112, or 3.091 (Introduction to
Solid State Chemistry) in the spring.
However, a select number of students
who do not pass 8.01 in the fall are given the
chance to take a new 8.01 final exam at the
end of IAP after undergoing daily intensive
review during that period. If they do well,

their physics grade is changed from a D to a
C-, and they can take 8.02 in the spring.
“The Physics Department noticed that,
each year, there is a small number of students who only narrowly miss passing 8.01,”
explained 8.01 Course Administrator Deepto Chakrabarty ’88. “We felt that these students show sufficient command of the material that they would benefit from a ‘second
chance’ to pass the final exam, as an alternative to repeating the entire course.”
Although the 8.01 instructors are the
ones who determine who can participate
in the Second Chance program, Chakrabarty stressed that students who receive an
F are not eligible, and not all students who
receive a D are eligible.
“Students should not assume that they
will definitely be able to take advantage
of this option if they receive a D in 8.01 —
they may still need to repeat 8.01,” warned
Chakrabarty. “But we hope to continue to
offer it on a regular basis. Our data show
that the students who pass the Second
Chance program generally do well in 8.02
in the spring, so it seems to be successful at
improving outcomes for the Physics GIRs.”
In addition, MIT offers a special version
of Classical Mechanics, 8.011, in the spring
for those who did not pass a version of 8.01.
Isaac L. LaJoie ’16, a student in 8.011 this

semester, said that he had taken a basic, noncalculus based physics class in high school.
He started last semester with 8.01 before
switching into 8.01L.
“When I made the switch into 8.01L from
8.01, I felt like I was already really behind and
I was never able to catch up. We had a test five
days after I switched into the class. I didn’t
know what the material was over, and I ended
up bombing the test,” said LaJoie. “There was
also that stigma of ‘pass/no record,’ with upperclassmen saying, ‘Don’t worry, you’re on
pass/no record,’ which told me that I wouldn’t
need to work as hard if I just wanted to pass.
Also, the complete lack of numbers really
stumped me. Do they not exist here?”

ing problems. Also, there are no exams, just
weekly quizzes which take off the stress of
having to struggle through a two-hour exam.”
Both Bingham and LaJoie regret that they
did not take full advantage of the resources
that 8.01L offered, such as TA office hours.
“I never really sought any help,” said LaJoie. “I was always behind, and especially
after that first test, I was embarrassed to
even show up to recitation for fear of being
judged by the TA and the other students for
not being able to solve any problems.”
Bingham attributed his low test scores to
his poor test-taking skills. “I was very good
at the psets, but come test day I wasn’t able
to perform,” explained Bingham. “I was of-

A select number of students who do not pass 8.01 in the
fall are given the chance to take a new 8.01 final exam at
the end of IAP after undergoing daily intensive review.
Fellow 8.011 classmate Sean D. Bingham
’16 estimates that there are about 38 people
in his class, in which he sees “a lot of familiar
faces.”
“8.011 is rather different from 8.01L,” described LaJoie. “The problems are harder,
seeming to be more of an 8.01 level. Also, there
are fewer lectures and more time is spent solv-

ten nervous, scared, and lacked confidence.”
Bingham said, however, that this semester would be different. “First semester I
was afraid to ask anyone anything, but I’ve
matured.”
LaJoie added, “Grading is 25 percent attendance [in 8.011], so you can bet I’m not
missing one of those classes.”
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Emphasizing effect
of cuts a risky move
Administration deeply concerned
By Michael D. Shear
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — As the nation’s
top Democrat, President Barack
Obama has a clear imperative: to
ratchet up pressure on Republicans
for across-the-board spending cuts
by using the power of his office to
dramatize the impact on families,
businesses and the military.
But as president, Obama is
charged with minimizing the damage from the spending reductions
and must steer clear of talking down
the economy. A sustained campaign
against the cuts by the president
could become what one former aide
called “a self-fulfilling kind of mess.”
As a result, Obama is carefully
navigating between maximizing
heat on Republicans to undo the
cuts while mobilizing efforts to
make sure that the steep spending
cuts do not hurt Americans. His
advisers acknowledge the potential
political perils ahead as the president struggles to find the right kind
of balance.
At his first Cabinet meeting of
his second term Monday, Obama
called the cuts an “area of deep concern” that would slow the country’s
growth, but promised to “manage
through it” while pursuing a robust
agenda. It was an echo of his formulations from the White House
podium Friday, when he began to
dial back the dire warnings about
long lines at airports and furloughs
of FBI agents, to name a couple, that
he had made over the past several
weeks.
“I’ve instructed not just my
White House but every agency to
make sure that regardless of some

of the challenges that they may face
because of sequestration, we’re not
going to stop working on behalf
of the American people,” Obama
said, using the formal name for the
spending cuts.
The president’s approach is unlikely to satisfy Obama’s most partisan backers, who view blaming
Republicans for the deep spending
cuts — especially in the military —
as a tantalizing opportunity for political gain. And stepping back from
a battle over the cuts could allow
the significantly lower spending to
become the “new normal” for the
federal budget.
But a high-profile focus on the
cuts in the months ahead is risky,
too.
If severe economic pain ultimately fails to materialize, Obama
could be blamed for hyping the
situation, much like his Cabinet
secretaries were in recent weeks.
(Homeland Security Secretary Janet
Napolitano, for example, was criticized for declaring the nation would
be “less safe” because of furloughs
of border patrol agents.)
Seeking short-term political gain
with the spending cuts could also
make more difficult the president’s
hopes for a longer-term budget deal
with Republicans on taxes and entitlement spending.
Obama’s team is keenly aware
that the more he focuses on the
cuts, the more he threatens to divert attention from his second-term
priorities on guns, immigration and
preschool.
“You can’t simply put them on
hold and simply deal with this,” David Axelrod, a former top adviser to
Obama, said in an interview.
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Undergraduate tuition rises by 3.24
percent
MIT’s undergraduate tuition will increase by 3.24 percent for the upcoming academic year (2013-2014), according to an announcement made
by the MIT Corporation last Friday.
This rise in undergraduate tuition is the lowest increase since 2000.
Undergraduate tuition has increased dramatically since the start of this
data series, in 2000, when tuition was only $25,000 per academic year. After this year’s 3.24 percent figure, the tuition increase from 2001 to 2002
was the next smallest, at 3.49 percent.
MIT has also planned to increase the budget allocated for financial aid
for undergraduate students. The MIT News Office reports the size of the
financial aid budget for the coming year to be around $97.6 million, the
largest such annual total. This is also much larger than the corresponding
value in 2000, which stood around $44.5 million.
Part of the large rise in tuition is MIT’s commitment to a tuition-free
education for those with family incomes less than $75,000, the MIT News
Office states. The increase in the financial aid budget was only 2.85 percent, however, meaning that financial aid increased more slowly than
tuition.
While part of the rise in financial aid may be committed to decreasing
the net payment, some of the increase must be attributed to the dollar inflation. Additionally, while the total financial aid budget increased, MIT’s
class sizes have also increased consistently over the years, meaning that
the aid funds must be spread over more students.

—Tushar Kamath

How has MIT’s undergraduate tuition changed over time?
$50,000

For the 2013-2014 academic year, tuition will
increase 3.24% from a year ago.
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Search for new DUE begins, led by Graham Walker
Each of the 57 candidates under initial consideration is a member of the MIT faculty
DUE, from Page 1
The committee’s charge is to recommend
three to five candidates to Chancellor Eric
Grimson PhD ’80, who will make the final
choice. “We’ll all hear at once who the new
dean is,” said Walker.
Currently, Walker says, the committee is
gathering input on three topics from the MIT
community: what they see as major issues and
challenges that the new dean will face, qualities
people want in the ideal dean, and actual candidate suggestions. The committee is trying to
reach out “as broadly as possible and get input
from as many different types of people.”
On the student side, Grace Young ’14, a
Tech Arts Editor and one of two undergraduate members of the committee, said that the
student effort is currently an informal process
of personally seeking input from undergraduates, in addition to gathering input from the

Undergraduate Association. According to other undergraduate member Anubhav Sinha ’13,
they are also planning to send a survey to MIT
undergraduates. When asked if there would be
any formal open events regarding the matter,
like a forum, Young said, “Likely not,” adding
that members of the community can approach
the committee at due-search@mit.edu, or contact individual members in person or through
email.
Though they are looking for ideal qualities,
“as always, there is no dean from heaven anywhere on this earth,” chuckled Walker, who had
been in two prior DUE search committees and
chaired one of them. Walker said many people
have a poor understanding of what the dean
for undergraduate education does — “I think
some people think he sits in his office and talks
to undergrad students all day!”
According to Walker, the new dean will
most likely have administrative experience to

be able to manage a staff of 260 and a $26 million budget, including such critical offices as
admissions, the registrar, and Student Financial Services.
The dean must also be someone who is
“widely respected in the Institute,” both in
a personal and academic sense, as the dean
serves on academic councils. One limiting
factor, though, is that the next dean will most
likely have to all but give up his research for
his or her term.
“It tends to tank your research career because you’re busy almost all the time,” said
Walker, explaining that candidates often find
themselves having to consider “where they
get their joy from.”
The new dean will also be in charge of
crafting undergraduate education and policy, and, in particular, interfacing with the
new Office of Digital Learning. Since the
new dean will be in the midst of this “edu-

cation revolution,” the committee hopes to
have somebody with “not just experience
teaching, but vision, understanding,” Walker
said. Such qualities could also help a dean
who might face limitations in admissions
depending on the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision on Fisher v. University of Texas, which
concerns affirmative action.
Walker said that many suggestions have
come to their committee from throughout the
Institute. Some nominate others who might
be good candidates, said Walker, and the
committee see if they are interested, while
others “make it known that they’re interested.” Overall, the committee is trying to quickly identify the best candidates to consider.
“There are many well-meaning people, but
only one of them will end up being the dean.”
The committee urges that anyone with
feedback or comments send them to duesearch@mit.edu.
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Sports SHort

MIT basketball falls in first
round of NCAA Tournament
No. 24 ranked MIT men’s basketball fell in the first round of
the NCAA tournament to No. 14 St. Mary’s College last Saturday night, 85-76. In his final game as an Engineer,
William Tashman ’13 scored 23 points, leading
the team in scoring. After an incredibly competitive first half, MIT went into the break with a 3635 lead. They continued to hold the lead for the
majority of the second half, and they held a 63-56
lead with 8:48 remaining in the game. St. Mary’s
went on a 12-0 run afterwards, however, and never relinquished
the lead. Although the Engineers finished with a higher shooting percentage, turnovers proved to be their demise, as they
gave up the ball 11 times compared to St. Mary’s 6.

—Austin Osborne

Upcoming Home Events
Tuesday, March 5
Women’s Lacrosse vs. Gordon College

7 p.m. Steinbrenner
Stadium

Wednesday, March 6
Men’s Tennis vs. Bates College

4 p.m. DuPont Tennis Courts

Anterior cruciate ligament

Examining one of the most common sports injuries
By Nidharshan Anandasivam
SPORTS STAFF

“Uh-oh uh-oh, Rose came down
bad on his left foot. See him? Holding on to his knee … holding on to
his knee… and DOWN.” This was
the voice of play-by-play announcer
Kevin Harlan on TNT during game
1 of the first round of the 2012 NBA
Playoffs as Chicago Bulls all-star
point guard Derrick Rose, arguably
the most explosive player in the
NBA, suffered an injury that would
keep him out of basketball for over
six months. At this point in the game,
the Bulls were up by twelve with less
than two minutes left in the fourth
quarter, and many Bulls fans were
wondering why Rose was still on the
floor. After watching Rose land awkwardly and tear his left knee’s anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) on a
meaningless play, Bulls head coach
Tom Thibodeau must have regretted
his decision to keep Rose in the game

Bose is pleased to offer special
savings for all students,
employees and retirees of M.I.T.

Receive savings on most Bose®products, including the acclaimed
Wave®music system, home entertainment systems, headphones,
and solutions for today’s most popular portable music devices.

after the Bulls had already sealed the
victory. Although the Bulls won this
game, they lost the best-of-seven series to the lower-seeded Philadelphia
76ers in six games. More importantly,
the Bulls were going to miss their
leader and superstar, Derrick Rose.
On May 12, 2012, nearly two weeks
after the devastating injury, well-respected Bulls team physician Brian
Cole, Chairman of Surgery at Rush
Oak Park Hospital in Chicago, performed the ACL surgery, using a graft
from Rose’s patellar tendon to repair
the ACL. Ever since then, Rose has
been working towards a return to the
NBA through various rehabilitation
techniques. He is expected to return
soon, as it has already been nearly ten
months since his surgery. The expected rehabilitation time for an ACL tear
is usually six months to a year.

Zooming in anatomically
There are four main ligaments in
the knee that connect the thigh bone
(femur) to the shin bone (tibia). Out
of these four, the ACL, at the front of
the knee, is the smallest, but probably
most vital, since it controls rotation
and forward motion.
The other three are: the posterior
cruciate ligament (PCL), which has
the same connectivity as the ACL
but is located at the back of the knee,
as its name suggests, and controls
backwards motion; the lateral collateral ligament (LCL), which connects
along the outside of the knee, allowing for safe, sideways motion; and the
medial collateral ligament (MCL),
which connects along the inside of
the knee and keeps it stable during
sideways motion.
But how is the knee cap (patella)
connected to the femur above and
tibia below? The patella, the bone in
the front and center of the knee, is
connected to the femur and tibia by
the quadriceps tendon and the patellar ligament, respectively. These
structures are the main components
of connectivity in the knee area.
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“Cutting” in sports, characterized by the planting of a foot and a
change in direction of motion, is the
most common cause of ACL tears, as
the knee collapses. This non-contact
mode of injury is common in cuttingintensive sports such as basketball,
soccer, and football, in which players need to move with quickness and
agility create space between themselves and defenders to succeed. To
achieve this separation, players rely
on abrupt turns followed by acceleration, and this makes them vulnerable

to knee injuries. However, there are
also contact modes of injury, including being hit unexpectedly during a
blindside check in hockey.
According to Texas Sports Medicine’s Dr. Tarek Souryal, head team
physician of the Dallas Mavericks,
ACL tears can possibly be prevented
by stretching and strength and endurance training. Endurance is important because athletes are more prone
to injuries when fatigued, since muscles are no longer good shock absorbers when tired. This affects the precise
timing of shock absorbance during
the landing after a jump, increasing
the chances of a ligament tear.

Diagnosis and twreatment
Generally, athletes with ACL tears
are advised to see an orthopedic surgeon specializing in sports medicine,
and an MRI is taken for visualization.
However, there also exists a specific
physical test for ACL injuries performed by physicians: the Lachman
test. In this test, the knee is flexed at
about a thirty degree angle and the
tibia is pulled to examine the forward
motion of the tibia compared to the
femur. Increased forward motion of
the tibia suggests a torn ACL.
Since the ACL does not repair itself like other ligaments, arthroscopic
surgery is used to substitute the ACL
with patellar ligament, which connects the patella to the tibia. Risks of
this ACL reconstruction procedure
include infection, persistent stiffness
and pain, and instability. Rehabilitation involves strength training techniques for the knee, and this usually
lasts around six months. An ACL tear
used to be a career-ending injury
since the technical surgical procedures had not been developed, but
now there is an over 95 percent rate
of return for athletes suffering from
ACL tears.

Looking to the future
Many famous athletes have suffered from this devastating injury,
including Vikings star halfback Adrian Peterson. Peterson tore his ACL
in December 2011 after he took a hit
from the side and bent his left knee,
but he returned to the NFL and had a
stellar season this past year thanks to
surgical and rehabilitation advances.
Along with these improvements, better knowledge of preventive practices
and perhaps even bioengineered ACL
tissue, as research from the Division
of Sports Medicine at the New England Medical Center suggests, show
promise for our ability to solve the
frequent and pervasive problems of
the ACL sports injury.
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